Presurgical planning with fMRI benefits from increased reliability and the possibility to reduce measurement time introduced by using ultra-high field. Echo-planar imaging suffers, however, from geometric distortions which scale with field strength and potentially give rise to clinically significant displacement of functional activation.
Introduction
Functional brain networks can be rapidly and non-invasively localized using functional MRI (fMRI), making it an attractive modality in presurgical mapping in patients with brain tumors and epilepsy. The aim is to allow neurosurgeons to identify relevant anatomical landmarks (e.g. the central sulcus for the motor function), which demarcate brain regions that should be preserved in the excision of pathological tissue or epileptogenic foci in order to avoid post-surgical deficits. Functional localization is of special interest in diseased brains, in which normal cortical anatomy may be distorted by the pathology due to mass effects, hindering the easy identification of these landmarks (Lehericy et al., 2000) . The most common tasks recruit motor, somatosensory, language, and memory function, and good correlation has been demonstrated between fMRI results and 'gold standard' methods (Adcock et al., 2003; Binder et al., 1996; Kashida et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2016) .
Presurgical planning with fMRI benefits from increased reliability and the possibility to reduce measurement time introduced by using ultra-high field (UHF), due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and increased blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast (Beisteiner et al., 2011; Triantafyllou et al., 2005; van der Zwaag et al., 2009 ). Echo-planar imaging (EPI) suffers, however, from geometric distortion mostly in the phase-encoding direction (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995) in the presence of susceptibility-related field inhomogeneities which lead to mislocalization of activation (Cusack et al., 2003) . Distortion scales linearly with field strength, making it important that an accurate correction be used at UHF. This is of particular relevance in the context of presurgical planning, in which potential shifts in activation caused by geometric distortion may lead to misidentification of essential functional landmarks and impact the surgical approach Robinson et al., 2010) . Therefore, accurate determination of these landmarks is of utmost importance prior to surgery. During the surgical procedure itself, cortical tissue displacements greater than 10 mm have been reported due to brain surface deformation following craniotomy. However, to mitigate this problem, relevant anatomical landmarks or surfaces determined a priori may be labelled correctly after bone flap removal to enable tracking of deformation during the operation (Hill et al., 1998; Roberts et al., 1998) .
Distortions in fMRI are typically corrected with a "static" approach, in which a map of local deviations from the static magnetic field, B 0 , is acquired prior to or subsequent to fMRI runs (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Robinson and Jovicich, 2011) . This approach fails, however, to capture changes in B 0 which occur during the fMRI acquisition due to motion (Jezzard and Clare, 1999) , respiration (Zahneisen et al., 2014; Zeller et al., 2014) , or heating of the gradient system (Foerster et al., 2005) .
One dynamic approach to correcting susceptibility-related distortions is to model susceptibility-by-movement effects (Andersson et al., 2001) , although this neglects non-motion sources such as respiration. Alternatively, a time-series of B 0 field maps can be extracted from the phase of the fMRI data if a multi-echo EPI sequence is used (Hutton et al., 2002; Poser and Norris, 2009; Visser et al., 2012; Weiskopf et al., 2005) . This, however, constrains the achievable spatial resolution, particularly with short T 2 * at UHF. Field maps can also be derived from adjacent time points in single-echo EPI if the TE is 'jittered' between two values (Dymerska et al., 2016b) . Alternatively, Hahn et al. (2009) and Ooi et al. (2013) proposed single-echo EPI-based dynamic approaches, in which field changes between a reference or mean volume and the rest of the EPI time series are calculated. Up to 3 T, these methods allow phase unwrapping to be avoided since phase difference values are typically within 2π. This is not the case at 7 T, however (Dymerska et al., 2016a) . The Hahn et al. and Ooi et al. approaches also have the disadvantage that a second unwarping step is required to remove distortions present in the reference time point image, which requires a static field map. Marques and Bowtell (2005) and Lamberton et al. (2007) outlined how field maps can be derived from an unmodified, single-echo EPI time series if the non-B 0 -related contributions to the total EPI phase (the receiver phase offsets ) are known. This approach has been further developed to yield robust results for array coils at UHF and large motion (Dymerska et al., 2016a) but has not yet been applied in a clinical context. Brain tumors and post-operative sites are highly heterogeneous in composition, and can be expected to generate larger field offsets and higher gradients in the field than are observed in the general population, leading to large distortions and signal dropout.
These can be anticipated to prove challenging to remove phase wraps from, due to signal voids , and distortioncorrect, due to the need for substantial interpolation and correct treatment of signal which is "piled up" or swapped across a boundary (Robinson and Jovicich, 2011) . Dynamic distortion correction (DDC) is applied in this study in a cohort of patients with diverse brain pathologies who performed a motor task at 7 T and compared with a static conventional approach based on gradient echo field mapping. The extent of distortions in EPI at UHF, the effectiveness of distortion correction in the presence of pathologies, and the potential clinical implications of carrying out presurgical planning on the basis of 7 T fMRI results without correcting the mislocalization of activation are assessed.
Materials and methods
This study was designed to assess the effectiveness of a dynamic correction of susceptibility-related distortions in simulated presurgical fMRI in a clinical population performing a motor task and compare it with a conventional static distortion correction (SDC) approach. The potential impact of the correction on a presurgical treatment plan was evaluated. The geometry of EPI images before and after distortion correction were compared with a distortion-free gradient echo (GE) reference scan within the primary target region -the motoric cortex. Mislocalization of activation due to distortion was identified by comparing functional maps generated with uncorrected and distortion-corrected data overlaid on a GE reference image.
Participants
Candidate patients were contacted by physicians from the Departments of Internal Medicine (Division of Oncology) and Neurosurgery of the Vienna General Hospital and from the Neurology Department of the Wilhelminenspital, Vienna, and the Neurosurgery Department of the Rudolfstiftung, Vienna. Written informed consent was provided by all participants, and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Vienna.
All 12 patients (mean age 46 ± 12 years old, 7 females) were in a good general state of health at the time of measurement and were able to perform the task. One female patient aged 62 with an oligoastrocytoma in the right parieto-frontal region was excluded from this study due to excessive motion. Patient demographics and clinical details are given in Table 1 .
Task
Patients were asked to perform up to 10 runs (depending on tolerance) of a hand paradigm in a block design, except for one patient (P1), who performed an elbow task and P6, who only completed 9 runs of the hand paradigm. Each run consisted of 4 rest and 3 movement phases of 20 s each, presented in a ABABABA design (A: rest phase; B: task phase). The hand task comprised alternated opening and closing of the hand; the elbow task flexion and extension of the elbow. Visual cues specifying when to start and stop movement and the desired repetition frequency were presented using the software Presentation (Neurobehavorial Systems, Albany, USA), which was triggered by the MRI scanner. In the task condition, the cues consisted of the words "LINKS" or "RECHTS" (the German for "LEFT" and "RIGHT", respectively) in yellow text blinking at a frequency of 0.5 Hz on a black background. The rest condition was a white crosshair on a black background.
Data acquisition
Imaging was performed at 7 T with a Siemens MAGNETOM scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and a 32-channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA). Individually cast plaster helmets were used to minimize head movement .
Functional MRI data were acquired with a 2D single-shot gradient echo (GE) EPI sequence, with 40 slices of 3 mm thickness and 10% gap, acquired parallel to the AC-PC plane in ascending direction, with a matrix size of 128×128, FOV = 220×220 mm (nominal 1.7×1.7 mm inplane resolution), TE/TR = 22/2500 ms, flip angle (FA) of 75°, receiver bandwidth (RBW) of 1447 Hz/pixel, in-plane acceleration (GRAPPA) of 2, and partial Fourier (PF) encoding of 6/8 (omission of the first 25% of phase-encoding steps). Phase blips were positive in the posterioranterior direction to avoid signal pile-up around the orbitofrontal cortex (De Panfilis and Schwarzbauer, 2005) . Two dummy excitations were used before the acquisition of 57 volumes per run and the first volume was discarded to achieve quasi-equilibrium in longitudinal magnetization.
Multi-echo GE images were acquired twice, once before (GE1) and once after (GE2) the functional runs for field mapping, with geometry and orientation matching that of the functional runs. The remaining sequence parameters were: TE = [5.0, 10.0, 16.0] ms, TR = 801 ms, FA = 46°, RBW = 230 Hz/pixel, GRAPPA 2, and PF = 6/8.
Data analysis
The main analysis steps in the processing of uncorrected (noDC), SDC, and DDC EPI time series are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The analysis was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), unless otherwise specified, and -other than the aspect of distortion -was carried out in the native space of the EPI (i.e. data were not coregistered to a template or structural scan).
For each patient, the time point ("best_TP") was identified from all the EPI time series for which there was least motion with reference to both field maps. The remaining TPs were co-registered to this image. This "best_TP" was determined by realigning all the individual TPs from all the runs to both GE images (GE1 and GE2) using a rigid body (6 degrees of freedom) registration in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl. ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/), and selecting the TP with the smallest cumulative rotation (i.e. roll pitch yaw min( + + )) with respect to both GE images. This type of motion has been shown to be the most relevant in introducing susceptibility-induced distortion by movement (Andersson et al., 2001 ). Rigid body registration was used to avoid mixing distortion correction with image shearing and stretching introduced by affine transformation. As such, susceptibility-related distortions caused by inhomogeneity in B 0 were left visible in registered fMRI runs and their extent at UHF could be assessed in a clinical context. The GE image with the smallest displacement with respect to the "best_TP" is called "GE reference" in subsequent descriptions. This GE scan was used to calculate a field map for SDC and as a reference image which is distortion-free in the phase encoding direction.
In the noDC scheme ( Fig. 1 , blue), no distortion correction was applied, but each TP was realigned to the "best_TP" using rigid body registration. In the SDC scheme ( Fig. 1 , green), distortion correction was applied to individual TPs of the fMRI runs using a GE-based static field map (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995; Robinson and Jovicich, 2011) . In the DDC scheme ( Fig. 1, red) , a series of EPI-based field maps (one per TP) were used to separately distortion correct each TP in the fMRI runs (Dymerska et al., 2016a) . This was followed by rigid body registration of the distortion-corrected TPs to the "best_TP". No normalization or spatial smoothing was used and single subject GLM analysis was performed, as described in Section 2.5. Details of how the SDC and DDC were performed can be found in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively.
Static distortion correction (SDC)
The most commonly used method to unwarp EPI into an undistorted space is the "field map" approach described by Jezzard and Balaban (1995) . The field distribution (field map) is derived from a GE pre-scan acquired at different echo times in addition to the fMRI runs. In our study, multi-channel GE images from the first two echoes were combined using the Hermitian inner product (Scharnhorst, 2001 ) and the combined phase was unwrapped within a brain mask with FSL's PRELUDE (Jenkinson, 2003) in 2D. The field map for each patient was obtained by dividing the unwrapped phase by 2π·ΔTE, smoothed using the MATLAB function "smoothn" (Garcia, 2010 ) (smoothing parameter = 0.5) and converted into a voxel shift map (VSM). VSMs specify by how many voxels each voxel in the functional data has been distorted in the phase encoding direction. VSMs were obtained by dividing the field map values by the product of the receiver bandwidth in the phaseDetermining TP with smallest motion w.r.t. both GE1 and GE2 (best_TP) ... 
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the steps applied in the analysis of patient data, from acquisition to final activation maps. Analysis for no distortion correction (noDC) (blue), static (SDC) (green), and dynamic distortion correction (DDC) (red) differs only in the unwarping of individual time points (TPs) in the SDC and DDC pipelines. In SDC, a GE-based field map is used for unwarping the EPI TPs; in DDC, an EPI-based field map per TP is used.
encoding direction and the parallel imaging acceleration factor used in the EPI time series. The gradient in the VSM in the phase encoding direction was thresholded to a maximum value of 0.9 (values above this were set to 0.9) so that no voxel "jumped over" an adjacent voxel in the unwarping process (Robinson and Jovicich, 2011) . Finally, the thresholded VSM together with linear interpolation in the phase encoding direction (with the MATLAB function "interp1") were used to unwarp the magnitude EPI time series.
Dynamic distortion correction (DDC)
Dynamic distortion correction using a time series of field maps derived from the EPI data themselves comprises a series of steps from the derivation of receiver phase offsets from the GE reference scan to the calculation of VSMs. A detailed description of the DDC method can be found in Dymerska et al. (2016a) . Briefly, the receiver phase offsets derived from the first two echoes of the GE reference volume were subtracted from each single channel EPI phase image. The resulting phase images were combined using the angle of the complex sum over channels, and unwrapped within a brain mask with FSL's PRELUDE (Jenkinson, 2003) in 2D. A triplanar unwrapping approach was applied in regions with tissue discontinuities (i.e. in the most ventral slices or in regions of pathology with large signal dropout). These unwrapped phase images were smoothed and extrapolated outside of the brain with a discretized spline smoother (MATLAB function "smoothn", smoothing parameter of 2) and made congruent to the unmasked wrapped combined phase image. A time series of field maps was obtained and applied to the EPI time series as described for the SDC in Section 2.4.1.
GLM analysis
NoDC, SDC, and DDC data were analyzed with the GLM, using SPM12. High-pass filtering, with a default cut-off frequency of 1/ 128 Hz, was applied to the data after realignment and before GLM analysis. A canonical HRF was used, with no model derivatives or motion correction regressors.
The third echo of the GE reference (i.e. that with the TE, and hence contrast, closest to that of the EPI) was rigid body realigned to the "best_TP" to yield a reference image which was free of distortion in the phase-encoding direction. Functional activation maps computed for each scheme were overlaid on this reference image.
Effect of distortion correction on the geometry of the EPI and shifts in activation
The extent of distortion in noDC EPI and the effectiveness of SDC and DDC were assessed for each patient by pairwise comparisons between the distortion-free GE reference image and noDC, SDC, and DDC EPI. Also, the average across the time series of VSMs and the standard deviation of the time series of VSMs were computed in the DDC case, and VSMs generated for SDC inspected. The slice containing the most statistically significant activation in the motor cortex (highest t-value) was selected for assessment. To aid the visualization of geometric shifts in the hand motor cortex of the ipsilesional side, lines delimiting this anatomical region were drawn using the central sulcus as a reference. In addition, regions of interest (ROIs) encompassing the central sulcus in the selected slice were drawn. SDC and average DDC VSMs were used to investigate the extent of shifts, and the standard deviation of the DDC VSMs their temporal stability across the fMRI time series in these ROIs.
Shifts in activation peaks between noDC, SDC, and DDC were evaluated for each patient. Functional maps were thresholded so that only a few (~2-10) voxels with the highest t-values were visible. These and unthresholded maps were overlaid on GE distortion-free images. All individual noDC, SDC, and DDC functional maps were visually inspected at various thresholds and across slices by a neurologist with extensive clinical fMRI expertise (RB), and the potential clinical relevance in a presurgical planning context of the activation displacement was assessed.
Results

Effect of the distortion correction on EPI geometry
The presence of large complex pathologies, and signal variations or dropouts close to post-operative sites in the pathological brains investigated represents a challenge in the calculation of artifact-free field maps, particularly in the phase unwrapping process. Despite this, the DDC method was able to generate field maps which were, on visual inspection, free of unwrapping errors in the clinically relevant brain regions, and which provided a plausible basis for distortion correction of the fMRI data in all cases. The accuracy of the DDC was carefully assessed for each patient and compared to SDC results. Fig. 2 illustrates SDC and DDC VSMs alongside the distortion-free reference (GE), and the temporal averages of the EPI with no application of distortion correction (noDC), and the static (SDC) and dynamically distortion-corrected (DDC) EPI for each patient. The VSMs from the DDC method were averaged over the time series of all runs and the corresponding temporal standard deviation was also calculated. In Fig. 2 , a slice is shown in which the most statistically significant motor activation was detected for each patient (with the primary motor hand area delimited by green horizontal lines).
Overall, correcting for susceptibility-related distortion resulted in shifts towards the posterior (negative values in the VSMs) in the primary motor hand area. Large average shifts, of circa 4 mm (~2 voxels), were observed in three patients (P3, P4, and P7). In P3, a large region of susceptibility-related distortion is visible in the mean uncorrected EPI (at white arrow), where voxel shift values reached 5 mm (~3 voxels). These were corrected accurately by DDC (c.f. mean EPI (DDC) and GE), whereas with SDC some residual distortion is still visible (c.f. mean EPI (SDC) and GE). Smaller shifts, of circa 2 mm (~1-1.5 voxels), were present in four patients (P2, P5, P6, and P10) and negligible shifts (i.e.~0-0.5 voxels) were observed in the remaining four patients (P1, P8, P9, and P11). The standard deviation of VSM values over time (std VSM) was circa 0.5 mm in the motor area in three patients (P1, P3, and P9) and close to 0 in the remaining patients (P2, P4-P8, P10, and P11). Relatively larger std VSM values of circa 0.5-1.0 mm were observed in the vicinity of the pathology (P2, P3, P6, P8, and P11).
In summary, application of the VSMs to the EPI time series resulted in correct repositioning of the primary motor hand area (judged by the GE reference image) in all patients and is particularly apparent in those where the largest shifts occurred (see P3, P4, and P7 in Fig. 2 ).
Shifts in activation
The primary motor cortex (M1) is one of the key areas involved in motor function. This functional region is located in the frontal lobe, along the precentral gyrus immediately anterior to the central sulcus. Execution of a motor task elicits activation in this area. Generally, SDC and DDC of the EPI time series resulted in repositioning of functional activation to a more physiologically meaningful location with regards to the GE reference image, i.e. precisely overlaying the underlying motor cortex in the GE. These shifts in the anterior-posterior direction were Right column: GE distortion-free reference, and mean temporal images for noDC, SDC, and DDC EPI in the same slice. Green lines delimit the primary motor hand area of the affected side (at white arrows). Radiological convention is used.
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NeuroImage 168 (2018) [490] [491] [492] [493] [494] [495] [496] [497] [498] observed both in the most significantly activated voxels as well as in the bulk activation (Figs. 3-5 ). Anterior-posterior profiles of t-values through the most statistically significant motor activation reveal shifts of approximately 2 voxels (3.4 mm) in patients P4 (Fig. 5 ), P7 and P10 (Fig. 4) , reaching over 3 voxels (5.1 mm) in more lateral areas of the primary motor cortex in P3 (Fig. 5 ). Shifts were smaller, namely~1 voxel (1.7 mm), in P1, P5, P6 (Fig. 3) , and P11 (Fig. 4) , and negligible in P8 (Fig. 4) . In P2 (Fig. 3) , SDC led to a larger (~2 voxels) shift in activation than DDC. Nevertheless, unambiguous identification of the central sulcus was attainable in both cases. Particularly in P3 (Fig. 5) , activation was mislocalized into a region of very strong signal loss without distortion correction. Following DDC, activation was repositioned to perfectly overlay M1. In the SDC case, the correction performed to a lesser extent, with activation partially overlaying the susceptibility artifact region (c.f. unthresholded SDC activation map and GE). In all cases, DDC did not lead to an apparent change in the width of the activation profiles. A modest enlargement in the activation profile was observed, however, in P6 with SDC. 
Potential clinical implications of shifts in activation
In presurgical planning, the aim is to precisely localize a functional region and preserve it during the operation to minimize the risk of post-surgical deficits. The mislocalization of functional activation observed may have clinical implications in this context. This applies particularly to the larger shifts in activation, of approximately 3.4 to 5.1 mm, for P3 and P4 (Section 3.2) (both shown in Fig. 5) .
In patient P3, the peak activation in the thresholded noDC map is located in an area affected by strong susceptibility-related artifacts (Fig. 5, left column) . Lowering the threshold shows this activation cluster to extend along the edge of the brain (Fig. 5, middle column) . As such, it may wrongly be judged to originate from the susceptibility artefact (e.g. as a stimulus-correlated motion effect (Hajnal et al., 1994) ). With distortion correction, however, that peak activation is relocated to perfectly overlay the primary motor cortex with DDC, and apart for some residual distortion, with SDC. At lower thresholds, the activation clearly follows the shape of the "inverted omega" (primary representation of the hand), indicating that this activation is genuine primary motor cortex activity.
In patient P4, with noDC, the most statistically significant activation appeared to be in the middle (most dorsal) part of the precentral gyrus, making the identification of the central sulcus problematic. The activation could be interpreted as reflecting viable primary motor cortex. Following distortion correction, resulting activation was shifted into the post-central gyrus, a correction which has been established as being accurate (Section 3.1, Fig. 2 ). In this case, distortion correction is likely to change the clinician's interpretation to suggest that, in fact, primary motor cortex is compromised, and function has been subsumed by the post-central gyrus (somatosensory motor cortex).
Discussion and conclusion
In this study, the extent of distortion in EPI at UHF has been assessed and the potential clinical implications of disregarding correction for these distortions investigated in the context of simulated presurgical fMRI at UHF (7 T). A previous study by Beisteiner et al. (2011) has compared the functional sensitivity at UHF (7 T) against lower field strength (3 T). Benefits such as increased percent signal change, magnitude and extent of the activation, and contrast to noise ratio were reported. In that study, 7 T results suffered from increased artifact contamination (Nyquist ghosting and motion). Improvement to the Nyquist ghost correction approach have been made subsequently via implementation of a local phase correction (Feiweier, 2011) . Beisteiner et al. (2011) did not assess the magnitude of distortions in EPI originated by increased B 0 inhomogeneity at 7 T and their clinical consequences. That issue was addressed in this study.
A state-of-the-art dynamic distortion correction method based on unmodified single-echo EPI was chosen as primary means for correcting distortions in clinical fMRI data. Results were compared with a conventional static distortion correction approach. It was possible to generate time series of EPI-based field maps which were artifact-free in eloquent brain areas from the fMRI phase data for all patients, despite the presence of signal dropouts caused by pathologies and postoperative sites, which pose a significant unwrapping challenge. Measurable distortions up to 5.1 mm were observed in the primary motor cortex. These were accurately corrected with the DDC and, to a lesser extent, with the SDC. The dynamic nature of distortion in the vicinity of pathologies and in the presence of unintentional motion in UHF clinical fMRI was reflected in the higher values in the standard deviation of the VSMs. In some patients, the correction was potentially clinically significant in that it might affect the localization or interpretation of activation and could thereby influence the treatment plan.
Deviations from B 0 of up to 65 Hz were observed around the central sulcus, even in the primary motor cortex, which is generally considered to be well shimmable. These led to sizeable distortions (varying from 1 to 3 voxels; 1.7-5.1 mm) despite the use of parallel imaging. Distortion was, however, corrected accurately with the DDC and fairly accurately with the SDC, as was demonstrated by the good correspondence to a near distortion-free GE reference image. Shifts in both EPI geometry and functional results are consistent with findings from previous studies in healthy volunteers (Dymerska et al., 2016b; Visser et al., 2012) and in patients investigated at 7 T Robinson et al., 2010) . Larger distortions have also been observed in other cortical regions (e.g. in the frontal lobe close to the paranasal sinuses and ear canals). These were not explored further in this study as the focus was on the potential clinical implications of not correcting for susceptibility-related distortion in preoperative fMRI, but have been comprehensively documented in healthy volunteers by Dymerska et al. (2016a) . Those findings indicate that the advantages of DDC over SDC are expected to be of equal or higher relevance in presurgical tasks which activate more ventral language and memory areas.
The relevance of correcting for susceptibility-related distortion has been investigated in prior simulated presurgical planning fMRI studies with neurological patients at 7 T, where distortions of circa 4 mm or even larger (Robinson et al., 2010) were observed and corrected with SDC. In one case, a shift as large as 1.8 mm away from the pathology suggested a more aggressive resection of the compromised tissue . In another, a shift of 5-7 mm may have indicated the necessity of a more conservative surgical approach or alternative treatment (Robinson et al., 2010) . In either case, shifts of this extent could lead to a misidentification of the central sulcus -the relevant anatomical landmark for motor function. Tissue displacements greater than 10 mm have been reported due to brain surface deformation following craniotomy. Such shifts are to be considered separately from localization errors, however, as reference points identified correctly immediately after craniotomy may be tracked despite deformation during the surgical procedure (Hill et al., 1998; Roberts et al., 1998) .
A dynamic approach to correcting for distortions was primarily used in this study because "static" approaches do not account for dynamic changes in B 0 originated by unintentional or task-related motion (Jezzard and Clare, 1999) , hardware heating (Foerster et al., 2005) or respiration (Dymerska et al., 2016b; Zahneisen et al., 2014; Zeller et al., 2014) . A study comparing SDC and a different DDC approach based on TE which is "jittered" between odd and even volumes has shown that in the presence of motion, SDC led to errors of up to 1.6 mm in the central sulcus even for head rotations as small as circa 0.8° (Dymerska et al., 2016b) . Residual motion was also apparent in our study, even though motion of the head was minimized using plaster helmets. The average (over patients) of the maximum cumulative rotation was 2.48°± 0.94°, with the absolute maximum cumulative motion 3.58°in P8. The DDC applied here has been shown to be robust to head rotations larger than those observed in this study, however. In two patients (P1 and P9), larger temporal standard deviation of the VSMs throughout the brain were observed. Continuous, low amplitude unintentional motion across the EPI volumes was observed in the same patients, exhibiting the high sensitivity of distortion to motion. In the presence of larger motion, SDC based on a single reference field map would not be likely to correct the resulting dynamic variations in the field distribution. An additional disadvantage of the SDC approach is the blurring of gray/white matter boundaries (Dymerska et al., 2016a) , broadening of the activation, and unwarping errors (of~1.6 mm) around the central sulcus (Dymerska et al., 2016b ). This has not been observed with the DDC in this cohort of patients, although observed in one patient with the SDC, confirming this advantage over SDC.
To our knowledge, this is the first investigation of temporal B 0 variations in a patient population as well as at UHF (7 T). In five patients, the temporal standard deviations in the VSMs were larger in the vicinity of pathologies, indicating discernable field fluctuations in these regions across the fMRI acquisition. Depending on their extent, the SDC may fail to correct these.
In this implementation of the DDC, a large amount of phase and magnitude data -that from all RF coils, without combination -needs to be exported from the image reconstructor and processed offline. The generation of time series of field maps is also time-consuming due to the need to generate masks and unwrap EPI phase images for each time point. In theory, this could lead to a less robust outcome for DDC than for SDC -despite the advantages of the DDC -because the EPIbased images used in DDC have lower SNR than the GE-based images used for the static correction, making them more prone to unwrapping errors. In this study, however, the unwrapping procedure proved robust, despite pathologies, and reliable field maps could be calculated for all patients. Further development and adaptation of the method, with on-scanner generation of offset-free phase images (or field maps), would be advantageous, and would aid adoption in clinical contexts.
Rigid body registration was used in this study to align EPI and reference scans. Affine transformation is typically used for this purpose but was not applied here as it introduces image stretches and shears which would make it impossible to isolate B 0 -related distortion and the effectiveness of distortion correction. Affine transformation is also not able to correct the complex distortions encountered in EPI, particularly in clinical cases. Non-linear registration such as FNIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002) or other methods Chambers et al., 2015) could potentially remove complex distortions but these were not used here, as these are approaches which are non-standard and poorly tested, particularly in pathological brains.
The licensing of 7 T for diagnostic use is anticipated in the foreseeable future. Until then, such systems remain "research-only". This study was conducted in line with current clinical practice for presurgical planning in our hospital (including protocols, paradigms, and analysis), but was nonetheless a simulation of presurgical planning, in that the results did not influence patient management in any way. Nevertheless, this constitutes a realistic representation of the distortions encountered in patient populations and the efficacy of distortion correction at ultra-high field.
In general, presurgical fMRI relies strongly on the experience and expertise of the assessing clinician and the availability of other imaging and diagnostic information (Stippich et al., 2015) . Moreover, pathological conditions may induce variation in the localization and extent of activated regions, and mass effects and lesion-induced hemodynamic alterations may give rise to neuroplastic changes (Fraga de Abreu et al., 2016; Holodny et al., 1999; Holodny et al., 2000) . Therefore, presurgical fMRI benefits from analysis using hemodynamic response functions with different timings or shapes at various thresholds , and/or evaluated with model-free methods such as Independent Component Analysis (Robinson et al., 2013) and UNBIASED (Cardoso et al., 2016) . Intraoperative electrocortical stimulation (ECS) is the 'gold standard' and most accurate procedure for identifying functionally relevant brain structures in a surgical context (i.e. those that if damaged would result in a substantial reduction in the quality of life of the patient). A limitation of this study is that no ECS information is available for these patients due to the simulated nature of the study. We have investigated the effectiveness and clinical relevance of correcting fMRI data for susceptibility-related distortions in a group of patients with a range of neuropathologies examined at 7 T while performing a motor task. To our knowledge, this is the first full report of the potential clinical relevance of distortion correction in UHF preoperative fMRI and the first to assess DDC in a clinical cohort. If no distortion correction was applied, shifts in activation in the primary motor region were observed which could affect decisions about the optimal therapeutic approach and treatment plan. The DDC is shown to effectively restore the anatomical representation and activation to the undistorted location.
